Highlights
We propose a survey of optical flow estimation focusing on recent developments.
We adopt a classification approach organizing methods in a comprehensive framework.
The paper is conceived as a tutorial introducing and explaining the main concepts.
GOLD: Gaussians of Local Descriptors for image representation Original
Research Article 
Highlights
A method for the construction of saliency maps is proposed.
Features are extracted via local sparse coding on image patches.
The overcomplete dictionary is trained using natural images.
A bio-plausible scheme based on the Hamming distance is used to compare patch representations.
The algorithm is efficient both in terms of computational cost and of detection performance.
Editorial introduction to the special issue on "Image Understanding for 
Integrate crowd simulators to a multi-camera tracking system and improves the performance.
Compared two simulators. The one with a more realistic simulation strategy has better results.
The experiments are conducted on a very challenging dataset for crowds with multiple views.
Introduction and implementation of a non-myopic strategy.
Large experimental validation, with synthetic and realistic datasets.
Working demonstration of myopic strategy on an off-the-shelf PTZ camera. 
Decentralized tracking in multicamera environment is formalized as assignment problem.
Assignment decomposes tracking task into subtasks under occlusion constraints.
Assignment is found by minimizing a parameter-free objective function F.
F derived via information theoretic measure of predicted uncertainty under assignment.
Min-cost flow solver exploits graph encoding structure of F and occlusion constraints.
Cross-calibration of time-of-flight and colour cameras Original Research Article 
Cloud shadows provide geometric constraints on the shape of an outdoor scene.
Video from several partly cloudy days is sufficient to estimate scene geometry.
We estimate metric world-point locations for pixels in a calibrated camera.
We estimate metric world-point locations for pixels in a calibrated camera network.
We can estimate relative 2D world-point locations without any camera calibration.
On surveillance for safety critical events: In-vehicle video networks for predictive driver assistance systems Original Research Article A distributed camera-sensor system for driver assistance and situational awareness.
Systematic, comparative evaluation of cues for prediction of safety critical events.
Real-time prediction of overtaking and braking maneuvers.
Detailed temporal analysis of the utility of various cues for maneuver prediction.
Early prediction (1-2 s) before the maneuver is shown on real-world data.
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